Abstract:
The visual interpretation of mathematical objects can produce fascinating images. In the paper we discuss several possibilities for acoustical representations of such objects. Topics discussed are the rhythm of primes, the 0/1-sequence of π, Morse-sequences, chaotic dynamical systems, the method of simulated annealing in the application to the generation of counterpoint and a new method for sound generation: additive fractal synthesis.
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(1) Introduction

Visual representations of mathematical objects can produce intriguing and beautiful patterns. A recent example is given by the work of Benoît MANDELBROT on fractals and the research group "Komplexe Dynamik" at the university of Bremen ("JULIA sets"). In our lecture we address the problem of acoustical representations of mathematical objects. We will listen to some of the sounds produced by mathematical objects.

(2) Variations on prime numbers.

The medium of music is time. Time is structured by the creation of rhythm. Mathematically, a rhythm is given by a strictly monotone sequence of natural numbers: \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n, \ldots \). Here \( a_n \) specifies the attack time of the \( n \)-th tone in a composition and \( a_n \) can be chosen as a natural number once a basic uniform quantization of time is agreed upon.

Uniform rhythms are specified by sequences whose first order differences are periodic:

\[
1 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 7 \quad 8 \quad 11 \quad 12
\]

\[
/ \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad /
\]

What rhythm is generated by the sequence of prime numbers:

\[
2 \quad 3 \quad 5 \quad 7 \quad 11 \quad 13 \quad 17 \quad 19 \quad 23 \quad 29 \quad 31 \quad 37 \quad 41 \quad 43 \quad 47
\]

\[
/ \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad / \quad /
\]
This is certainly not a completely regular rhythm, but it reveals a remarkable amount of structure and fascinating patterns if it is compared to a completely random rhythm.

The rhythm is enforced if further percussive voices with regular beats are added, for instance:

\[
\begin{align*}
2 & \quad 4 & \quad 6 & \quad 8 & \quad 10 & \quad 12 & \quad 14 & \quad 16 & \quad 18 & \quad 20 & \quad 22 \\
3 & \quad 6 & \quad 9 & \quad 12 & \quad 15 & \quad 18 & \quad 21 & \quad 24 & \quad 27 & \quad 30 & \quad 33 \\
5 & \quad 10 & \quad 15 & \quad 20 & \quad 25 & \quad 30 & \quad 35 & \quad 40 & \quad 45 & \quad 50 & \quad 55 \\
\end{align*}
\]

This structure illustrates the **sieve of Eratosthenes**, where all multiples of the prime numbers already found are weeded out in the natural number sequence.

Several other variations have been developed:

- Prime number alternating walk with antiparallel voices.
- Total phrases between maximal prime number distances etc.

(3) The rhythm of \( n \)

An alternative and completely isomorphic description of the rhythmic structure is via the specification of an infinite 0-1-sequence \( s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n, \ldots \) where \( s_i = 1 \) iff time point number \( i \) is attacked.

To the prime number sequence there corresponds the 0-1-sequence:

\[
0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ ...
\]

Several other mathematical objects are most naturally given as infinite 0-1-sequences.
The set of all such sequences can be made into a topological space (the so-called shift space) by imposing the shift topology upon it. In this space several 'nearly periodic' sequences have been studied which produce highly regular but nonperiodic rhythms. Some examples are possible: rhythms in shift space. The MHSF sequence, an infinite limit.

A simple way to create many interesting 0-1-sequences is to study the binary expansion of real numbers. Rational fractions yield uniform rhythms:

- \( \frac{1}{5} = 0.10101010101010101 \)
- \( \frac{1}{6} = 0.0110110011 \)
- \( \frac{1}{7} = 0.01010101010101010101 \)
- \( \frac{1}{9} = 0.0111110001 \)
- \( \frac{1}{11} = 0.001011010001001 \)

Aperiodic rhythms appear when one expands irrational numbers, like \( \pi \) or \( e \):

\[ \pi = 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197169399375105820974944592307816406286208998628034825342117067982148086513282306647093844609550582231725359421171442736967744674318214506356082774509803160353046248264429127939845710992833571301190505724826703232155168527683932075055316570922243130651804935814795257803276883527660857316602871918160186640079081923597073588171285746269553873934738435694015084788800747244252095106174622936751288747626551993770374814506968743599466812152309665751730361391750927573416363348323142077281772065234775878148887777812555095542207653516032948115335504704062898680720328717684081448508767713880215125109163723811325219598309365687806575295432453586148806850468403415115196958877755657122238683147479355907963594135940811958892074663307325037838140521418078994008013381327245840715772056186452113879787265359699321705102572185082047349547738713980489586763156131885663770881028289312770594862594646036821915033329365682422557451528322237598681742211180739795053950493388738840949809798971139309135161123831484701965212832040937111897425781535270722315160531851905248802459569553569255518002493495397301649075496832299894732333713310005867040281653622461419349339790322298180849690123053264604274851446324780839747074189832350830950596240533066441355804880357958778872750801189001381196709278367508019815795969450988330347640140793271800426825489012908971930600194844117180732409395517693572936443026052765570671394473059682504800972488672216971383870796078761567684783859089564127123338015802041420248184577551236714531867109583333843817235545589864580039407106401634326727182888864618428002105930507862056544337272135625
It is well known that the differential equation of the undamped unforced linear oscillator:
\[ \ddot{x}(t) + (2\pi f)^2 x(t) = 0 \]
has as solution a pure sinus wave of normalized frequency \( f \)
\[ x(t) = A \sin(2\pi ft - \phi) \],
where amplitude \( A \) and phase \( \phi \) are determined by the initial conditions \( x(0) \) and \( \dot{x}(0) \).

By variation of the basic differential equation, more complex wave forms can be obtained. A simple example is given by the undamped unforced nonlinear oscillator
\[ \ddot{x}(t) + (2\pi f)^2 \sin(x(t)) = 0 \]
which produces non-sinusoidal waveforms with constant amplitude and period and spectral power at frequencies \( \nu, 3\nu, 5\nu, \ldots \), where the frequency \( \nu \) depends on the given initial conditions.

In recent years many scientists have studied the phenomenon of chaotic motions in such differential equations. The nondimensionalized equation of an impact oscillator can be written as
\[ \ddot{x}(t) + (\sqrt{\pi f}) x(t) + \left( \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \right) x(t) = \left( \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \right) \sin(2\pi ft) \]
This is a forced oscillator which allows steady state chaotic waveforms with appreciable subharmonics, depending on the parameters \( f \) and \( \pi \). Steady state trajectories are depicted in TEMPEL and STEWART (1988), p. 318, where the behaviour of the system is studied in detail.
In general, every oscillator can be investigated by obtaining the trajectory generated by the system from given initial conditions via some stable numerical integration routine. This gives a sequence of real numbers, which can be converted to an audio signal with the help of a D/A converter.

Chaotic solutions tend to produce strange sounds with some noisyike components or sounds which shift between different waveforms in an irregular and unpredictable fashion. Fascinating effects can be obtained by slow parameter variations which move the system from one attractor basin to another.

The use of such dynamic systems for sound synthesis, fascinating as it might be, does not lead to predictable results. We have, however, created an innovative approach to sound generation which is based on a different notion from the theory of fractals. The method is called additive fractal synthesis. The fundamental idea behind this method can be understood if one looks at a tree. At least approximately, such a tree is self-similar in the sense, that the whole of the tree can be mapped by an affine contracting transformation to its parts. Exactly the same approach can be used for the synthesis of sounds. The examples to be presented at the conference will be sounds that have, in our opinion, a liveliness comparable to the sound of acoustical instruments, but possess completely controllable looping points.
Consider a liquid metal at high temperatures. If the metal is slowly cooled, thermal mobility is gradually lost and it is possible that the atoms are able to align themselves in a perfect crystal that is completely ordered over a distance up to billions of times the size of an individual atom. There exists an algorithm by Metropolis et al. (1953) and others (see, e.g., Press et al., 1986), which simulates this slow cooling process in the optimization of combinatorial structures.

A composition can be regarded as a combinatorial structure that possesses a certain energy for instance defined as the number of violations of the rules given by the strict theory of polyhedral counterpoint. This energy can gradually be lowered with the goal to produce a crystalline structure with given properties.

Several examples can be presented: four voices chasing one another, the emergence of counterpoint from noise.

A paper on mathematics would not be complete without an unsolved mathematical problem. Legend has it that the solution was in the possession of the Pythagoreans. We do, certainly, not know a proof today.

Consider the sequence of all those numbers which have merely the first three prime numbers 2, 3, 5 in their prime factorization. The sequence begins as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 12 15 16 20 24 25 27 30 32 36 40 45 48 50 54 60 64 72 75 80 81 90 96 100 ...
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Call two numbers in this sequence adjacent, if the two numbers differ only by 1. The ten pairs (1,2), (2,3), (3,4), (4,5), (5,6), (6,7), (7,8), (8,9), (9,10), (10,11) correspond to the basic musical intervals from octave to diatonic comma. By computer, we have developed the sequence up to $10^{32}$. No further pair of adjacent numbers has been found. The problem is to prove, that indeed (80,81) is the last pair of adjacent numbers.

(7) The sound of a mathematician

A totally different interpretation of this paper's title is as follows: since mathematics is produced by mere mortal brains, we can try and listen to an encephalographic signal, which is a recording of the brain waves from both hemispheres of a mathematician. The signal has been recorded during a REM-phase and we hope that our mathematician was subconsciously doing some great mathematics while dreaming.

We transposed the signal through 7 octaves into the audible range and applied a few natural transformations in order to produce an eight channel soundscape. It has been used as sound of a firestorm in recent stage performances of Mozart's opera "Casseusse" at the Schauspielsaal in Dusseldorf. In a sense, however, this is the true sound of mathematics.
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